AMENDMENT TO:

MANDATES TO CEN/CENELEC
CONCERNING THE EXECUTION OF STANDARDISATION WORK
FOR HARMONISED STANDARDS CONCERNING

MANDATES M/102, M/103, M/105, M/106, M/108, M/110, M/112, M/113, M/116, M/119, M/120, M/122, M/124, M/126, M/127, M/128, M/129, M/131, M/132 and M/133, issued in the context of the construction products directive (89/106/EEC)

This amendment modifies the above listed mandates in the following manner:

In elaborating those parts of the harmonised standards that deal with attestation and evaluation of conformity, CEN/ CENELEC are requested to take due account of Commission Decision 2000/xx/EC, which modifies the systems of attestation of conformity for those families of products covered by the mandates (in respect of intended uses subject to regulations on reaction to fire). Where the current text of Annexes III (attestation of conformity) of the above listed mandates is in contradiction with the Decision, the latter shall take precedence and the mandates shall be construed as having been amended in this regard.